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Site of the flagship Sainsbury’s store when the square
was built in 1969. In 2019 it is a car showroom.

Stump Cross
Supermarkets
Anglia Square was designed with
the new concept of supermarket
shopping firmly in mind.

courtesy Archant

With the end of WW2 rationing came a rapid
growth in consumption. Customers were now
encouraged to find everything under one roof and
the self-service shopping experience was rapidly
evolving. The Little City was on the way out.

...was the name of the place
where the flyover now casts
its shadow, and - until Anglia
turned up - the site where
Barclays Bank stood proudly
at the junction of Botolph
and Magdalen Streets.
The area was named after a great medieval
cross that had stood there since about
1500, was rebuilt in 1640, then reduced to
a stump for good just four years later.

Stump Cross was the centre of ‘Norwich
Over The Water’ - the spot where important
public announcements were made.
Considering the cross has been missing
for the best part of four hundred years,
it’s surprising how many people still call it
Stump Cross today. It just goes to prove
the area’s historical significance and its
peoples’ deep-rooted sense of identity.

Attractive displays were strategically placed to
lure customers in. Plastic and laminate fittings
brought new standards of hygiene. When the
square opened its doors, Fine Fare and Sainsbury’s
were both big players - it boasted one of each.
These two flagship stores were seen as vital to
bringing in shoppers to the new development.
No matter that the service enjoyed at the longstanding Sainsbury’s on Magdalen Street was a
very different experience from the self service
Sainsbury’s in the square. Convenience was in,
personal service was out.
As the Square has aged, the bigger names have
all but disappeared. But this decline, there has
always been at least one supermarket in the Square
over the 50 years of its existence, including Bejam,
Budgens and more recently, Iceland.
With the likelihood of a large supermarket being
central to any redevelopment of the square, this
trend looks set to continue.

S OV E R E IGN

H O U S E
third floor 2013

Attracted by peppercorn rents and the creative life Over The Water, the area in and around
Anglia Square now gives a home to well over 100 working artists and around 80 artist studios.

Print by artist Paul McNeil
of Print to the People, 2017

One day, new development may see them having to
move on. For now, they thrive.
Inspired by a recent survey Arts In Anglia Square by Becky
Demmen: www.supportingyourart.co.uk

The problem is not how to connect Anglia
Square to the city centre – it is to recognise
that Anglia Square is in the city centre. In
fact there is still more than 200 metres of
Norwich’s medieval core north of Anglia
Square before you reach the city wall.

After many centuries of connectedness,
the inner ring road arrived as a largely
impenetrable barrier that has chopped off
a large part of the city centre from the rest.
This is called severance.

courtesy Matt Williams

These include Outpost Studios at Gildengate House,
Print to the People on Pitt Street, Norwich Hackspace
and Cherry Lane Studios.

SEWELL PARK ACADEMY

Drama students in Years 8 & 9 explored their relationship to Anglia Square
through drama and creative writing exercises prompted by testimonies in
the research. Here is some early collaborative work.

THE PLACE WE CALLED HOME:

A PLAY IN (AND ABOUT) DEVELOPMENT
by Beth, Ellie, Lily, Ruby, Scarlet & Twyla

Characters
Diane:
30s, Building Company Representative.
Bold, smug, all about front.

Janice:
50s, homeless. Hard on the outside,
sad on the inside.

Setting:
2022, in an empty public courtyard
in the new AS development.

Diane enters, carrying notebook and pens. She
looks around to check if anyone else is there.
Diane (to herself) Oh good, there’s
no-one here.
She puts down her bag and coat. Paces about.
Thinks. Then she finds the right spot and reads
from her notebook, practising a speech with
her pen ready.
Diane We’re very proud to introduce
to you the new and improved Magdalen
Hexagon, a fantastic development, with
hundreds of luxury apartments and a wide
range of high-end retail outlets, all within
a welcoming, safe environment, (to herself)
- at least you won’t get mugged any more
– a friendly, bright and happy atmosphere,
welcoming people from all walks of life.
During this speech, Janice enters from the
back. She sits on the floor at the front of the
stage, takes off her hat and puts it in front
of her. The two women do not see or hear
each other.
Diane I don’t feel very welcome.
Diane is scribbling, re-writing her notes…
Diane People who want a better life,
people who are prepared to…. (to herself)
put in a bit of work!

Janice Had a job once. Didn’t appreciate
it at the time. All the customers, those
children running about, knocking all the
shoes off the shelves, getting on my nerves.
(pause) Give anything to go back there now.
Diane We all know Norwich needs
more housing. (to herself) The number of
homeless there used to be round here!
Janice When they knocked mine down I
applied for a new one. No chance.
Diane has forgotten about her notes. She’s
giving a real speech now.
Diane I think we can all agree change
was needed. Anglia Square was a broken
down, dirty place that needed to be fixed.
The streets filled with gloom; darkness
overcame it. The only solution was to
change it, to create a safer place. We did
everyone a favour. Our new street lighting
will ensure that you feel safe. No
dark corners.
Janice The lights at Christmas. The
decorations. All the happy memories we
made. Out on winter nights – the fog,
children with torches guiding the way along
the path. It was friendly, people knew each
other. Quiet, but it had an atmosphere. The
corner shops, the usual customers saying
hello and goodbye.

Diane Let’s face it. All those charity shops.
It was embarrassing.
Janice My mum used to say it was the best
place to spot a bargain. And the kids. They
loved it.
Diane If anything knocking down Anglia
Square saved the rest of it. (pause). The
problem is, some people don’t like change.
Janice So much history around here.
My history.
Diane Look what we have achieved. For
such a welcome change it’s a small price
to pay.
Diane remembers her notes. She scribbles
on them.
Diane Let me make a note of that.
Janice gets up and picks up her hat. She
approaches Diane.
Janice Spare any change Miss?
Blackout.

